2020 Toyota 4Runner with Standard Package
Accessories

Ontario

January 23, 2020

Interior Accessories
Tub Style All Season Floor Mats
$223.50
Toyota Tub Style All-Season Floor Mats are an advanced concept in superior
protection for the vehicle's interior. • These floor mats fully cover the floor and
surrounding edges on all sides. • Sculpted channels are designed to trap
water, mud, moisture, and debris, and help keep carpet clean and dry • The
high-tech composite materials ensure these mats will not crack or harden in
freezing weather • Anti-skid ridges make the mats perfectly fit in your vehicle,
and prevent them from shifting • One piece rear mat to help provide more
complete coverage • Molded 4Runner logo on the front mats • Set of 3

Cargo Net
$78.50
The Cargo Net has hammock-style netting with elastic closure. This flexible
and stretchable, nylon-braided net secured by tie-down rings in the rear cargo
area prevents items from shifting around while on the road. Easy to install, and
remove when not in use.

Cargo Liner
$168.50
The Cargo Liner provides long-lasting cargo area protection. Uniquely
designed and custom fitted to the 4Runner’s cargo floor, the liner is made of
tough, easy-to-clean material. The skid-resistant surface helps keep items in
place while on the road and the perimeter lip helps keep spills limited to the
Cargo Liner area.

Toyota Genuine Dash Camera
$672.01
The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera is designed to provide a safe and
memorable driving experience in your Toyota vehicle. Safely record the ongoings of the open road while keeping your eyes on the road. Never miss a
moment in motion; capture it! The Toyota Genuine Dash Camera will also
allow you to record the surroundings of your vehicle while it is parked.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Universal Tablet Holder
$111.85
The Universal tablet holder is compatible with virtually all multimedia devices.
It holds your tablet, phone, music or video player in place. The Universal tablet
holder is intended for passengers only. Drivers should always be sure to obey
traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road traffic conditions at all
times.

Exterior Accessories
Towing Hitch Ball 2" - 6,000 lbs
$35.50
The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and tested to meet your Toyota's
towing specification and quality standards.

Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 5.0m
Home Power Cable
$65.00
Optional 5.0m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or
in addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

Cross Bars
$332.50
Engineered for seamless integration with 4Runner’s factory roof rails, this set
of two Cross Bars enhances 4Runner’s cargo management, versatility and
provides additional tie-down points for all types of cargo. Load capacity is 60
kg when evenly distributed across both bars.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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LED Fog Light Kit- Chrome
$584.50
Enhance your visibility and peace of mind in bad weather and darkness with
high-performance halogen fog lights. Corrosion and shock-resistant. Dotapproved beam pattern. Includes illuminated on/off button.

Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$460.00
Guard your vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and road debris that can
chip and scratch the finish with 3M Pro Series Genuine Toyota Paint Protection
Film. This durable and nearly invisible thermoplastic urethane is designed to
protect the hood and front fenders to maintain a like-new appearance

LED Fog Light Kit - Black
$584.50
High-performance LED Fog Lights enhance visibility and peace of mind in bad
weather and darkness. The kit provides brighter light with higher lumen
output, as well as an extra wide coverage angle for increased visibility of
vehicle surroundings.

Running Boards
$1,011.00
Not only do Running Boards assist with entering a vehicle, they also help
protect the lower body from road debris. The Running Boards feature a skidresistant surface to help ensure secure footing.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Premium Plug-In Block Heater
$426.25
This custom-designed Block Heater not only warms your vehicle up quicker,
but also reduces engine strain and wear. The system also helps to save fuel
and battery power during startups, and the strain relief electrical cord reduces
cord damage.

Door Handle Protection – Set of four
$91.05
This clear film contours seamlessly to the vehicle’s door cup. Virtually
unnoticeable, this film offers UV protection, helps with maintaining a like-new
appearance

Blackout Badges
$228.50
Molded from tough and durable black ABS plastic, blackout emblem overlays
are engineered to precisely fit over existing badges, making it easy to
customize in minutes.

Premium Plug-In Block Heater - Optional 10m
Home Power Cable
$100.00
Optional 10m Home Power Cable. This cable can be purchased instead of or in
addition to the standard 2.5m Home Power Cable (PK5A4-89J40)

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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Exhaust Tip - Black Chrome
$167.00
Add to your 4Runner's bold style with these shiny exhaust tips. Built Toyotatough, they’re constructed from polished, corrosion resistant double-walled
304 stainless steel. Plus, they’re easy to install – no cutting, drilling or welding!

TRD Accessories
TRD 17-In. Matte Gray Alloy Wheel
$2,108.00
•Race-inspired six-spoke cast aluminum wheels •Features matte gray finish
and a TRD center cap •Alloy wheels—in comparison to typical steel wheels—
are lighter, provide better heat dissipation and comparable rigidity under
high-load cornering maneuvers •Incorporates the proper weight, offset and
brake clearance to ensure proper fit, finish and reliability •Extensive ride,
handling and strength tests help ensure wheels meet TRD's high-quality
standards

TRD Performance Air Filter Cleaning Kit
$66.00
Cleaning and oiling kit for all TRD Performance Air Filters. Helps keep TRD
performance air filter in excellent condition. Includes a bottle of TRD air filter
cleaner solution and a bottle of TRD air filter oil. Cleaning instructions included

17” Alloy Wheel - Gunmetal
$2,108.00
These durable 17-inch alloy wheels offer 4Runner owners a distinctive, dashing
and sporty upgrade to their vehicle wheels. Meticulously crafted of lightweight
aluminum alloy, and specifically designed for optimal performance. These
stylish alloy wheels complement the 4Runner’s athletic exterior styling.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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TRD Shift Knob
$193.50
Enhance your connection to your 4Runner every time you shift with the TRD
Shift Knob. Delivers an enhanced shifting feel while providing an impressive
addition to your interior.

TRD Shift Knob
$193.50
Enhance your connection to your 4Runner every time you shift with the TRD
Shift Knob. Delivers an enhanced shifting feel while providing an impressive
addition to your interior.

TRD Performance Air Filter
$138.50
Pre-oiled and ready to install. Washable and reusable. This exact drop-in
replacement filter will last the life of the vehicle, provide unrivaled engine
protection and increase air flow.

TRD Performance Exhaust System
$1,572.50
Hear your engine roar - enhance both the presence and appearance of your
truck with the TRD Exhaust! • Produces a deep, throaty exhaust note • Features
stainless steel TRD logo-etched tip • Engineered to allow the engine to
breathe easier and reduce the amount of back pressure in the system •
Maintains high Toyota quality standards for durability and strength

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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TRD Alloy Wheels - Matte-Black
$2,328.00
These TRD wheels deliver tough performance and durability along with
attention-grabbing looks. These off-road race-inspired 17x7 cast aluminum
wheels are finished in matte black with a red TRD logo center cap. Proper
weight and brake clearance ensures proper fit, finish and reliability. Extensive
ride, handling and strength tests ensure these wheels meet TRD's high-quality
standards.

TRD Forged Aluminum Oil Cap
$88.50
Manufactured from forged, highly polished billet aluminum, the TRD Oil Cap
features a red on black TRD logo to customize the engine compartment with a
high-tech, race-inspired appearance. It’s finished with a high-luster coating to
maintain its appearance for years to come.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation
portion of the price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with your dealership. Price does not
include taxes.
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